AMENDMENT TO THE
TRIBAL-STATE GAMING COMPACT
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THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
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AMENDMENT to the
TRIBAL-STATE GAMING COMPACT
Between the
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
and the
SAN MANUEL BAND OF MISSION INDIANS

The San Manuel Band of Mission Indians, a federally recognized Indian tribe (Tribe), and the State of California (State) enter into this Amendment to the Tribal-State Compact Between the State of California and the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians pursuant to the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 (IGRA) and section 15.1 of the Tribal-State Compact Between the State of California and the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians (2016 Compact).

PREAMBLE

WHEREAS, the Tribe has inhabited the San Bernardino highlands, passes, valleys, mountains and high deserts since time immemorial; and

WHEREAS, the Tribe is committed to improving the environment, educational attainment, and the health, safety, and general welfare of its members and the surrounding communities; and

WHEREAS, in 1999, the Tribe and the State entered into the “Tribal-State Compact between the State of California and the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians” (1999 Compact) to, among other things, enable the Tribe to achieve economic self-reliance, provide essential services to its citizens, and build a strong tribal government; and

WHEREAS, in 2006, the Tribe and the State entered into the Amendment to the 1999 Compact (2006 Amended Compact) that allowed the Tribe to meet additional market demand and significantly increased the Tribe’s revenue payments to the State; and

WHEREAS, in 2016, the Tribe and the State entered into negotiations to amend the 2006 Amended Compact, which resulted in the 2016 Compact; and
WHEREAS, since 1999, in furtherance of its stated objectives of achieving economic self-reliance, providing essential services to its citizens, building a strong tribal government, improving the environment, educational attainment, and the health, safety, and general welfare of its members and the surrounding communities, and in reliance on the terms and conditions set forth in the 1999 Compact, 2006 Amended Compact, and 2016 Compact, the Tribe has made substantial investments on its trust lands related to the development of its gaming facility and gaming-related infrastructure and amenities, all of which inure to the benefit of the tribal government, its citizens, and the surrounding communities; and

WHEREAS, section 15.1 of the 2016 Compact provides that it may be amended upon written agreement of both parties, and the parties agreed in writing to negotiate regarding amending the 2016 Compact to resolve any ambiguity that may exist relative to the use of certain tribal trust lands; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Tribe share an interest in avoiding any ambiguity relative to the use of certain tribal trust lands; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Tribe recognize that this amendment is authorized and negotiated and shall take effect pursuant to IGRA; and

WHEREAS, the State and the Tribe agree that all terms of this Amendment to the 2016 Compact (collectively, 2017 Amended Compact) are intended to be binding and enforceable.

NOW, THEREFORE, the Tribe and the State agree to amend the 2016 Compact as set forth herein:

Section 4.2 of the 2016 Compact is repealed and is replaced as follows:

The Tribe may establish and operate not more than two (2) Gaming Facilities within which to offer Gaming Activities and if the Tribe chooses to operate more than one (1) Gaming Facility, then one (1) of the two (2) Gaming Facilities shall have no more than one thousand (1,000) Gaming Devices. The Tribe’s Gaming Facilities may be located only on the Tribe’s Indian lands on which Class III Gaming may lawfully be conducted under IGRA as those Indian lands exist on the effective date of this Compact. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Compact, including section 4.2, subdivision (a) herein, all rooms, buildings, and areas, including hotels, parking lots, and walkways, a principal
purpose of which is to serve the activities of the Gaming Operation and Gaming Facility rather than providing them with an incidental benefit, and in which no gaming is conducted, may be located on lands held in trust for the Tribe as of the effective date of this 2017 Amended Compact which are contiguous to the aforesaid Indian lands.

(a) To ensure that a new Gaming Facility is on Indian lands that reflect the Tribe’s and the State’s agreement regarding the Tribe’s land that is eligible for that purpose, for those parcels of land taken into trust for the Tribe after October 17, 1988 the Tribe shall, no later than ninety (90) days prior to the commencement of a Project to construct the Gaming Facility, provide written notice to the State, along with documentation adequate to support the Tribe’s determination that the Gaming Facility will be located on property that is Indian lands eligible for Class III Gaming within the meaning of IGRA and this section 4.2.

(b) The parties shall meet within thirty (30) calendar days of the State’s receipt of the Tribe’s notice and documentation to confirm that the parcel or parcels were Indian lands eligible for gaming as of the effective date of this Compact. If the State determines that the parcel or parcels do not meet the necessary criteria, or that it has not received documentation adequate for purposes of making that determination, then it may institute the dispute resolution process set forth in section 13.0 to resolve whether the parcel or parcels meet the requirements of this section.

(c) If the State fails to respond to the Tribe’s notice and documentation within thirty (30) days of receipt, refuses to meet, or fails within fifteen (15) days after the meeting to initiate the dispute resolution process, then the Tribe may institute the dispute resolution process set forth in section 13.0 to resolve whether the parcel or parcels meet the requirements of this section before a Gaming Facility may be constructed thereon.
A new Section 18.9 is hereby added as follows:

Sec. 18.9. Representations.

(a) The Tribe expressly represents that as of the date of the undersigned's execution of this 2017 Amended Compact, the undersigned has the authority to execute this 2017 Amended Compact on behalf of the Tribe, including any waiver of sovereign immunity and the right to assert sovereign immunity therein, and will provide written proof of such authority and of the ratification of this 2017 Amended Compact by the tribal governing body to the Governor no later than thirty (30) days after the execution of this 2017 Amended Compact by the undersigned.

(b) The Tribe further represents that it is (i) recognized as eligible by the Secretary of the Interior for special programs and services provided by the United States to Indians because of their status as Indians, and (ii) recognized by the Secretary of the Interior as possessing powers of self-government.

(c) In entering into this 2017 Amended Compact, the State expressly relies upon the foregoing representations by the Tribe, and the State's entry into the 2017 Amended Compact is expressly made contingent upon the truth of those representations as of the date of the Tribe’s execution of this 2017 Amended Compact through the undersigned. If the Tribe fails to timely provide written proof of the undersigned’s aforesaid authority to execute this 2017 Amended Compact or written proof of ratification by the Tribe’s governing body, the Governor shall have the right to declare this 2017 Amended Compact null and void.
(d) This 2017 Amended Compact shall not be presented to the California State Legislature for a ratification vote until the Tribe has provided the written proof required in subdivision (a) to the Governor.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned sign this Amendment to the Tribal-State Compact Between the State of California and the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians on behalf of the State of California and the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Edmund G. Brown Jr.
Governor of the State of California

Executed this 18th day of August, 2017, at Sacramento, California.

SAN MANUEL BAND OF MISSION INDIANS

Lynn R. Valbuena
Chairwoman of the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians

Executed this 8th day of August, 2017, at San Manuel Reservation, California.

ATTEST:

Alex Padilla
Secretary of State, State of California